Rewitnessing of the ¼ corner between Sections 22 & 27, T 4 S, R 10 W W.M.

Original notes on file at the Crown Zellerbach Corp. Office by W.C. Corbitt, Registered Professional Engineer, Oregon # 2212, believed never to have been filed with the County Surveyor read as follows: "Dec. 15, 1942, Found original Bearing Trees and set 1½" pipe and 2 x 2 x 3' Hemlock post for corner from which bears Original 16" Hemlock now 3½" N 4½ W Ft. Scribed 1½ S Tree standing. Original 32" Hemlock S 13 W, Dead and down. Bearing face on the ground. Marked 32" Hemlock stump S 3 E 53.1 ft to Spike."

I found 1½" pipe 1 foot out of the ground. Also found the original 16" Hemlock 37 now a 3½" snag with a nail in a face but no scribe marks visible except "1½", bears N 15½ W 4.0 feet to the nail. There are two yellow tags on this snag. Found also the original 32" Hemlock 37 dead and down with no face or scribing visible. Found Corbitts 1942 R.P. 32" Hemlock stump S 3 E 53.1 to nail in the face.

The corner was then rewitnessed as follows: Var. 22 E

Hemlock 4" bearing S 60 3/4 W 15.5 feet to a nail in its face marked "1½ S 27 #376"

No other trees nearby.
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